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PHOTOCELL INSTALL

Read me before starting>> LOOK                                               << Watch install 
videos at  
easygate.com.au
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IMPORTANT: CABLE & CONDUIT

Before the driveway is completed place 
cable/conduit across the driveway where the 
photocells will be mounted.

Photocells use figure-8, 0.75mm2 cable 
(max. 20m). 

NOTE: Install photocells AFTER 
motor is programmed and gate 
limits are set.

PHOTOCELLS

Remove the plastic in the cable hole.2.

1.

3.

Section of cable under driveway

E

Photocells are labelled TX & RX.

TX = Transmitter. Transmits a flashing signal. 
RX = Receiver. It tells the motor to stop when 
the beam is broken.

Pull apart both photocells by hand.
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The RX unit is wired in parallel 
between the TX unit and control 
board. 

ECSbus lets both cables to go into 
either terminal.

Fix blue ECSbus connectors to 
cables. Connect to photocells. 

Mount the base of the photocells.

They should sit 40-60cm off the 
ground when mounted.

Connect the RX photocell to the 
blue ECSbus terminal on control 
board.

The red light on TX unit will flash. If 
the RX isn’t flashing photocell  
position needs to be adjusted.

WIRING

ALIGNMENT

RX

MOUNT

Units must directly face each 
other to receive signal. 

It doesn’t matter 
which terminal the 
cable goes into.

CONTROL BOARD

CONNECT
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REPLACEMENTS
Photocells working as a pair must have 
Jumpers on the same position (pins). 

When replacing old photocells with new 
units, position the new jumpers in the same 
position as the old unit. 

RECOGNITION
Once photocells install is complete, new  
photocells need to be ‘recognised’. This 
process tells the motor photocells are  
installed. 

• Press and hold P2 until LED flashes then 
release button. 

• Flashing stops when process is  
complete. 

When units are aligned both lights flash.

RX Flash
1sec = perfect
Fast flash = working but not a good signal
Solid light = signal from TX. Beam needs 
alignment or is blocked by an obstacle
No light = no power (from motor), or faulty

TX Flash
Constant = TX will flash even when not 
aligned. 

Replacement photocells shouldn’t need to 
be recognised. Complete this process if not 
recognised. 

P2

CONTROL BOARD

TEST
• Remove any obstacles from between photocells.
• While gate is operating, break the beam between TX & RX. The motor should stop & reverse.

Tech  Support    1800 241 733


